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Abstract

























 can be reduced and
factorized into simpler forms in the Standard Model. This method can be used
in reducing many calculations of complicated radiative electroweak processes
in general.





















































































































































































































in Eq. (3) implies the






















































described by ve Feynman diagrams in the tree level [2]. They consist of two diagrams related
with the Z
0
-mediated process, one diagram with the WW coupling and two diagrams
involving the W
 








 [3]. Two terms in the
transition amplitudes involving the W
 
particle can be changed into the terms corresponding
to the rst two diagrams by the Fierz transformation, and using the identity of Eq. (3),
the WW term in the transition amplitude can be resolved into the terms of the rst two

























 can be essentially described by the expression for two






process after proper modication of (1  
5
) term
in the processes. Therefore, we expect that the total transition amplitude can be factorized











































































































































































































































The third term in the square bracket of Eq. (4) is necessary for the transition amplitude to




) term is modied.





























































































), respectively. These processes
can be described essentially by Fig. 2 (a)-(c).








 process, if the initial energy is about 100 GeV,
the contribution from the Z
0
-mediated diagrams of Fig. 1 is dominant and as the incident







 ! ff has been considered by us [4] and the method can be applied
here.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS









Fig. 2, Reduced Feynman diagrams for (a) e
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